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The American sovereign…

Acting as the Creator intended?

Be reminded that as a sovereign, you may not always be 
right…

But you are always sovereign!

And as a sovereign, your decision and truth is uniquely 
yours.  After all…you are the Kings and Queens of our 
society.

And while you may accept input from other sources, it 
is your acceptance of what you believe that matters…
not what you are told to believe.

Just because events of the past may have been 
presented in fact—for specific purposes to influence you
— does not mean you or we as the people are obligated 
to accept them as anything but reference material.  
The Magna Carta has no direct impact on the American 
people today, than as a historical reference.  

History being subject to change by unscrupulous people 
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who lack respect for accuracy, credibility, and 
especially honor, merit little to no consideration by 
which to enter a legitimate conversation.  - My opinion 
of course. 

 Unless we make such a conscious decision to accept, or 
were actual party to agreements, treaties or passing of 
laws, does not mean we are obligated to accept them as 
represented.

As the sovereign Americans, are we living up to what I 
expect would be the expectations of the Creator?  Only 
you as an American sovereign, can answer that 
question…

On Aug 27, 2017, at 10:58 AM, Milt Farrow 
<miltfarrow@blurredvisioncc.com> wrote:

We	have	NO	Government,	and	the	Corpora3on	went	bankrupt	on	April	

15	2015	it	apparently	never	applied	to	the	Courts	for	Reorganiza3on	)

(	or	if	it	had	done	so	did	the	act	in	secrecy	)	Nor	had	the	Government	

reapplied	for	“	a	current	status	with	regards	to	being	currently	signed	in	

as	a	legi3mate	current	Corporate	member		The	words	“	Not	Current	“	

are	conspicuous	.”

member-It	should	be	noted	that	at	this	juncture	those	employed	by	this	

Fraudulent	group	of	Criminals	should	not	be	entrusted	to	take	any	

suspect	orders	from

neither	should	the	military	expect	any	leniency	for	any	Illegal	or	
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immoral	acts	against	it’s	countrymen,	as	In	accordance	with	the	

Nuremberg	tribunals	“	I	was	just	following	orders”		This	goes	for	The	

Na3onal	Guard	as	well	as	local	or	state	police	or	any	other	Mili3a	

gathered	and	driven	by	the	lawbreakers!

Farrow									
 
 
 
 
From: Arnie Rosner
Sent: Sunday, August 27, 2017 12:56 PM
To: Milt Farrow
Subject: Re: [Scanned Retina - A Resource for the People!] Please moderate: 
"Not one corporation lawfully exists in America"
	

Do	you	subscribe	to	the	proposi3on	we	have	any	legi3mate	government?

arnie

arnie@arnierosner.com

714-964-4056	24/7

scannedre3na.com

	

On	Aug	27,	2017,	at	9:34	AM,	WordPress	<donotreply@wordpress.com>	wrote:

	

New comment waiting approval on Scanned Retina - A Resource 
for the People!

Milt Farrow commented on Not one corporation lawfully exists in 
America
Not one corporation lawfully exists in America

Arnie: I am suspect that Donald is “Just Hanging on” and not really 
running the show, that the illegal bankrupt 3 lettered alphabet agencies are 
doing whatever they darn want to do – and The Military’s incompetence 
has been duly noted by all our adversaries ( we really do not have any 

mailto:arnie@arnierosner.com
mailto:miltfarrow@blurredvisioncc.com
mailto:arnie@arnierosner.com
http://scannedretina.com/
mailto:donotreply@wordpress.com
wlmailhtml:%7B31A803F2-401E-4234-AF19-0D800A0F2B1F%7Dmid://00000006/
http://scannedretina.com/2017/08/27/not-one-corporation-lawfully-exists-in-america/
http://scannedretina.com/2017/08/27/not-one-corporation-lawfully-exists-in-america/
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enemies other than the enemies within , Bankers Lawyers ( Liars) Military 
Industrial Complex in it’s entirety-) There is no Left X Right paradigm – if 
communism exists anywhere in the world it would be in Cuba where Our 
Perverted criminal Corporations made it possible and if we screw up in 
Venezuela By putting a “ BATTISTA in Venezuela – we will have what we 
say “ we don’t want” The pervasive communist threat is needed and and 
wanted by the Criminally Insane Military Branch who live for KILLING and 
the “Morally bankrupt Catholic church sponsors their leadership in a quid 
pro quo arrangement - Milt Farrow

On Aug 27, 2017, at 11:21 AM, Anna von Reitz 
<avannavon@gmail.com> wrote:

Arnie--- it is entirely possible for a unincorporated 
business to be "lawful" in its existence and conduct, but 
it is impossible for any incorporated entity to be 
anything but "legal".

And "legal," as we all know has been unlawful, since 1860s. 

It is impossible for anyone in “authority” today to access, or even take cognizance of, true law 
since “authority” is the “law of necessity,” 12 USC 95. Therefore, it would appear that the 
meaning of the word “legal” is “color of law,” a term which Black's Law Dictionary, Fifth 
Edition, defines as: Color of law.Mar 28, 2009
Legal v. Lawful - Family Guardian

https://famguardian.org/Subjects/LawAndGovt/LegalEthics/LegalVLawful.htm

As a consequence since the 1860s  there are no legitimate corporations in 
America.  They all act in fraud as they have no legitimate charters to conduct 
business.   Operating a business or a charter without the appropriate 
certifications is a violation of the law.  Please correct me if I am wrong… 

https://famguardian.org/Subjects/LawAndGovt/LegalEthics/LegalVLawful.htm
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It would seem to me just as a reasonable man…That would make their 
corporate officers, employees and agents  immediately vulnerable to immediate 
prosecution for civil or criminal violations of law.  Such corporations such as 
Apple, Microsoft, Monsanto, Wells Fargo, Edison, state, county and municipal 
organizations, misrepresenting themselves as legitimate governments  might 
prove to be the perfect examples from where to begin to prove the point..

So let's review…

1. There has been no legitimate government, operating on the delegated 
authority of the governed since 1860

2. With no legitimate government in place, there has been no legitimate 
authority by which to issue corporate charters.

3. Operating with no legitimate corporate charter would be 
misrepresentation…

4. Misrepresentation in itself is a crime. Fraud!
5. Therefore all corporations currently misrepresenting themselves as 

legitimate would be guilty of committing fraud.
6. Fraud vitiates all
7. The Unanimous Declaration | Scanned Retina Blog 

8. Time for the American people create their own legitimate government and 
install a legitimate system of justice by which to deal with the fraud at all 
levels.

 
So what do you think?  please feel free to correct any misstatements…

These are concepts that are probably too arcane for 
you, but there is a difference between "corporate" and 
"Incorporate" entities. 

http://scannedretina.wordpress.com/2012/09/03/the-unanimous-declaration/
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On Sun, Aug 27, 2017 at 7:39 AM, Arnie Rosner 
<arnie@arnierosner.com> wrote:
WOW!!!!

But tell us Judge Anna…

In your affidavit…you pointe out... 

mailto:arnie@arnierosner.com
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If everything involved in these corporations, including 
the United States, Inc. and all variations were created 
in fraud, none of these transactions were ever lawful or 
legitimate…

Wouldn’t that also mean everything…including, every 
corporate charter, after about 1860, was “ NULL AND 
VOID” as they would have also been created in fraud!

Fraud Vitiates All?
And since there are time limitations to pursue those 
who perpetrated the fraud…we can go after those 
involved…
And that would include going after the members of 
Congress and anyone else with unclean hands…  

Even the ones who are no longer with us…

surely we can go after their assets buried in trusts and 
estates…and have the lawful plunder retuned to the 
legitimate treasury once the people establish a lawful 
government…
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Speaking of lawful governments…

A small point perhaps…the property in Oregon…the one 
involved in the Bundy demonstration…It is my 
understanding the property involved was not titled to 
any government agency or authority…

So how can any charges be lawfully claimed against the 
patriots exercising their lawful rights to demonstrate 
under the First Amendment?      

arnie
arnie@arnierosner.com
714-964-4056 24/7
scannedretina.com

On Aug 27, 2017, at 4:44 AM, conferences-gc-usa 
<conferences-gc-usa@wavecable.com> wrote:
Ms Von Reitz;

I am again forwarding your second email here-in below, of, 
your comments & criticisms out to all of the EMail-Addresses 
which have been receiving the emailed invitations to 
our ConstitutionalGov.US & Jural-Society Organizing phone-
conferences. 

mailto:arnie@arnierosner.com
tel:(714)%20964-4056
http://scannedretina.com/
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And please note i do thank you for your below invitation to 
the conferences of the "Michigan Jural Assembly";
& for your references to various scholarly sources related to this "Jural 
Society" issue.

But; i am also responding here-in, to your comments there-in below; as 
follows:

Please be assured of my seriously heart-felt fear, that, 
my soul may suffer "eternal damnation", if i might be 
so arrogant as to entrench in a position of law-interpretation, 
where-under, my words might actually obstruct the manifestation of 
God's holy kingdom of truth, justice, & peace, on this earth. 

Here-under; i am now over 63-years old,
with well over 30-years of research in-to common-law & related 
subjects;
& i dare suggest, that, my own depth & breadth of law related 
scholarship 
is at least as respectable as that of your own.

Please note further here-under, my own research concerning 
common-law/due-process, requires that the electors constituting the 
assembly 
have "duties" to "deliberate" over issues related to this sacred cause of 
"Justice";
& there-in to "Seek Consensus", to the best of our reasonable 
capabilities, on these matters;
all similar to how true common-law "Trial by Jury" process requires a 
"Unanimous Verdict", which is actually a higher-threshold than mere 
"consensus".

You surely comprehend common-law requirements for this 
fundamental "Consensus Building" Process; Correct?  
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However; in scanning both of your most recent emails here-in below;
i do Not Find any clear "Citations" to any "Scholarly Works" which 
might Support 
your contention that our efforts at forming of "Jural Societies" 
are Counter-Productive to the general Goals which We All similarly 
Profess.

Further; & in support of the views that I & others here presently hold,
& with which you obviously differ; i would contend, that, 
there is a multitude of both orthodox & patriot law research 
that uses the phrase "Jural Society" in very "Positive Terms";
with the following links representing just a few: 

http://thelawdictionary.org/jural/
http://www.helppeoplenow.com/uploads/8/9/4/8/8948721/
bookofthehundreds.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1XZC2ZxsY6M

I further note, that, a bit over a year ago, 
you were advocating support of a "Michigan General Jural Society",
as the public-record seems to clearly indicate, in the 14th paragraph, 
here:

https://scannedretina.com/2016/02/21/anna-von-reitz-michigan-general-
jural-society-publishes-what-may-be-come-the-standard-from-de-facto-
to-de-jure/

Can you please inform us all "Reasons Why" your words there-in 
seemed to support 
this specific "Jural Society" concept; but now you are speaking against 
it?

Now im sure all in our community will admit, that, 
the defacto bar-association attorneys lust to monopolize this "Jural 
Society" concept;
but i see no "Evidence" from any of your citations that might 
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lead "reasonable minds" to conclude that it is legitimate or even 
advantageous to 
"concede the legal high-ground" to such defacto claims, as you seem to 
advocate.

Please note further the agents of evil have un-limited supplies of federal-
reserve-notes 
with which to purchase the services of moral-prostitutes which 
epidemically infest our patriot community with cointelpro styled 
subversive activities;
& that we have duties to fact-check for well-reasoned "Evidence",
before we collectively embrace any specific course of action. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/COINTELPRO
https://vault.fbi.gov/cointel-pro

Here-under; i respectfully "Invite You to Join with Us" 
in our weekly Friday Phone-Conferences;
& there-in, to Explain to my-self & the good others in in attendance 
there-in;
as to "Why" we are all screwed-up in our interpretation of available 
research, 
to the effect, as you seem to be advocating, that, 
those words constituting the phrase "Jural Society" are some-how under 
the exclusive domain of the corrupted bar-association attorneys 
monopolies,
& of their "foreign international jurisdiction of the sea - admiralty, 
maritime, 
and administrative corporate law"; as you have implied in your below 
wording.

Please assist us in becoming confident, by perhaps even adopting your 
own views on this important matter; 
that, eventually, we truly have gotten "our facts straight and" where-
under we may then "operate accordingly",
based on the consensus-based & well-reasoned confidence obtained 
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through 
your implied superior enlightened views of this important issue.

We all will be quite happy to concede your superior enlightenment on 
this important issue;
but, before we do that, we need to see & hear your well-reasoned 
"Evidence".

With all due respect.

Charles Stewart.
Sandy Oregon. 
Pro-Tem Chief Jurist of the Supreme Court of Law for the USA.
http://constitutionalgov.us/ ... (Our home web-page here is temporarily 
down.)  
http://www.talkshoe.com/talkshoe/web/talkCast.jsp?
masterId=10929&cmd=tc
503-676-8048.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
From: "Anna von Reitz" <avannavon@gmail.com>
To: "conferences-gc-usa" <conferences-gc-usa@wavecable.com>
Sent: Saturday, August 26, 2017 1:17:52 AM
Subject: Re: "Anna Von Reitz" Criticizes "Jural Societies"; ... (Re: USA 
Constitutional-Government, Organizing & Strategy ...)

PS --- There is a really excellent book that delineates the history and the 
various kinds of law and most especially the Common Law, by Brent 
Winters, called "The Excellence of the Common Law".   It is weighty 
tome that does justice to the subject and it isn't cheap.  I would suggest if 
you have a group together, buy one or two and pass them around, then 
donate to the local library as a reference book.  

This gives you the whole Big Picture view and is well-worth the time to 
read and digest.  For those that like to do their own research, it is full of 
references and citations throughout.   
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I also really admire and recommend Richard Cornforth's teaching 
materials, both the DVD's and books and workbooks. For under a 
thousand dollars and the sweat equity you can have a better education 
than 95% of the attorneys you may face in these foreign maritime, 
admiralty and administrative courts.  He has a well-organized intellect 
and a forthright, engaging personality and a real passion for justice and 
for teaching.  

Study Cornforth and you won't waste your time or your money on any 
patriot guru crappola.  He gives real tools to fight real battles in these 
legal arenas, and if you put in the time, you will be able to win.  
I just put up a blurb on my website about both resources.  

We need to know the differences between American Common Law, 
English Common Law, Martial Common Law and also the nature of 
Maritime, Admiralty, and Administrative law if we are to properly 
restore the lawful republican form of government we are owed. The 
sooner the better. 

We also need to know the history and the structure of our own land 
jurisdiction government.  It begins with organizing the actual, factual 
land jurisdiction county via calling a public meeting and establishing a 
Jural Assembly.  The members of this Assembly must correct and claim 
their birthright political status as people born on the land of one of the 
American states--- for example, Texans, Wisconsinites, Vermonters, 
New Yorkers, Virginians and so on.  

The Michigan General Jural Assembly has been organized and operating 
for at least three decades.  They have a Thursday night countrywide 
conference call at 9 pm EST, 1-712-770-4160, Access Code 226823#.  
There is also a Hotline from 2-7 pm EST, Monday through Thursday, at 
1-989-450-5522, and a website at http://1stmichiganassembly.info. 

They are standing by to help other people all over this country 
understand the process of restoring their actual local republican form of 

http://1stmichiganassembly.info/
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government, which starts with the people, then the counties, then the 
states, and finally the association of states known as the unincorporated 
United States of America.  

Obviously, the Michigan General Jural Assembly is doing it right, or 
they would have been attacked and disbanded long ago. Learning what 
they have learned and putting it into practice locally is the job facing all 
Americans. 

You will note that in the American system, the "federal" level of 
government is the lowest man on the totem pole, not the highest. It is 
exactly opposite to the foreign federal system which is all top down.  
The two are meant to counter-balance each other, via checks and 
balances, but checks and balances went out the window when the county 
and state organizations fell under the spell of federal kickbacks, known 
as federal revenue sharing, and decided to incorporate themselves as 
federal corporation franchises.  

This simple act of incorporating the local county and state government 
organizations put them in international jurisdiction. And, for your 
information, in international jurisdiction only corporations and Heads of 
State exist.  That's why there are no courts in these "federated counties" 
and "federated States of States" which serve actual people anymore.  
They can only "speak" to corporate entities--- and must "impersonate" 
you in order to gain jurisdiction over you.  

Well, if you are sick of being impersonated and pillaged and plundered 
as a "public trust", it is high time that you learned the actual history and 
the law, and put your efforts into defending your rights and holding 
these goons accountable instead of perpetuating any more of the same 
old same old that has gradually reduced our country to a snake pit.  

So don't be misled into forming "Jural Societies" and supporting more of 
the foreign evils we have already known.  Spend your effort doing what 
really needs to be done--- educating yourselves and each other and all 
pulling together to restore the land jurisdiction government and 
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American Common Law Courts you are owed.  

God bless us all.  

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

On Aug 27, 2017, at 7:02 AM, Magnus Regnant <mr.seaking@gmail.com> wrote:
Arnie,

As you know and as a watcher upon the Ramparts of Life, we venture into the foray 
of public opinion pandering divisionism by illicitly seeking control of definitive 
meaning or usus of Words or Terms.

Has everyone forgotten, as American Nationals of the continental united e'states 
sitting as a jural assembly styled "The United States of America" we are joint 
tenants in sovereignty, which is governed by Nature's Law & Nature's (Creator/
Creative) Science of Right Reason? And all this being naturally true, do any one of 
you contend to gang-press any Man or Woman or their Off-Spring into forced labor 
whereby, all cognizant expressions are manifested and enforced solely to socially 
engineer all livelihood in service of a collective body politic that excludes the people 
at large?  

Well, if Right Reason prevail most graciously, can it be to much to consider that the 
definitive control of the meaning of Words & Terms can only be settled in accord via 
variation by agreement by the living? Otherwise, sovereignty would deny natural 
dominion an opportunity to exercise jurisdiction (the Right to Speak). It is without 
question, that there is no authority that can rightly or justly forbid the freedom of 
speech in the service of good will.  

No imperial authority is naturally recognized or anyone of whatever nature claiming 
such a Right, has any superior respondent position or more Right or just Reason to 
claim any exclusive authority to define Words & Terms excluding all consenting 
variations of agreement elsewhere, as to what the meaning of those words 
constituting the phrase "Jural Society" definitively mean under all circumstances.
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Nor, does anyone (absent supporting variation by agreement reached by consenting 
parties) capable of claiming any natural Right via Nature's Law ever to rightfully 
claim or lord over those equally entitled thereby, by dictating what or who 
historically or otherwise, have stated for one or another under such circumstances 
germane, shews forth how under all circumstances, when or where at all times 
grants exclusive dominion some-how, and, whether by agreement, under whatever 
certain consenting circumstances may arise, the exclusive domain presently 
postulated, is then or now illicitly controlled by the corrupted bar-association 
attorneys monopolies, by what is inferred or purportedly their "foreign international 
jurisdiction of the sea - admiralty, maritime, and administrative corporate law"; 
from which arises variations of simulation of legal process as you and many have 
implied, and, more ascertained, which can conclusively factually prove when standing 
in proper venue so to speak, the pettifoggery afoot.

But what is proper for one may not always be proper for all. As we have stated on 
many occasions, each are perfect for their own freely chose condition. Otherwise, if 
this were not true, free will would not exist to exercise of good will or otherwise, 
or have any ability to choose a different path more perfectly suited for whatever 
reasons....lol.

So, now each must choose for themselves when & why any Words or Terms have any 
meaning via variation by agreement. Or, accept that the defacto bar-association 
attorneys lust to monopolize this "Jural Society" concept; but no "Evidence" from 
any citations that might lead "reasonable minds" to conclude that it is lawful or 
legitimate or even advantageous to "concede the lawful or legal high-ground" to 
Anna or any historical defacto claims, advocating such slavish absurdities.

All our best,
Arthur
Notice: U.P.C. Applicable.

On Fri, Aug 25, 2017 at 11:25 PM, conferences-gc-usa <conferences-gc-
usa@wavecable.com> wrote:

From: "Anna von Reitz" <avannavon@gmail.com>

mailto:conferences-gc-usa@wavecable.com
mailto:conferences-gc-usa@wavecable.com
mailto:avannavon@gmail.com
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To: "conferences-gc-usa" <conferences-gc-usa@wavecable.com>
Sent: Friday, August 25, 2017 4:49:31 PM
Subject: Re: USA Constitutional-Government, Organizing & Strategy 
Conference Invitation. 2-Hour Notice: Today/Friday, 25-August-2017; 
7pm-eastern, 4pm-pacific.

Please note that a "Jural Society" operates in the foreign international 
jurisdiction of the sea---
admiralty, maritime, and administrative corporate law. 

If what you are trying to do is get back to a constitutional republican 
form of government 
you have to organize "Jural Assemblies" not "Jural Societies" 
and also, if you want to operate in any valid "Common Law" on the land 
jurisdiction of the United States, 
you have to operate in specifically "American Common Law" --- 
not just "Common Law" which in Jural Society terms means English or 
Martial Common Law, 
which is foreign to the American Republics. 

Please get your facts straight and operate accordingly.  

Judge Anna Maria Riezinger
Alaska State

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

On Fri, Aug 25, 2017 at 12:38 PM, conferences-gc-usa <conferences-gc-
usa@wavecable.com> wrote:

mailto:conferences-gc-usa@wavecable.com
mailto:conferences-gc-usa@wavecable.com
mailto:conferences-gc-usa@wavecable.com
http://www.talkshoe.com/
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All honorable people are here-by invited to join in 
our growing Community of reputable Law & Justice 

Scholars & Activists, 
with many affirming they will make efforts to join in this 

conference.

Episode: USA #109: Constitutional Government & 
Jural-Society Organizing & Empowerment.

USA Constitutional-Government Organizing (Join in) 
Host: charles8854 - charles@constitutionalgov.us 

This Conference's Scheduled Time & Date is: Today, 
Friday, 25-August-2017. 

Time: 7:00-pm Eastern-Time, 4-pm Pacific-Time. 

How to participate: 
Call in by Dialing: 1-724-444-7444.

Enter Call-ID: 10929#.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Many subjects discussed in our recent phone-conferences will be re-
visited in this evening's conference.

  Audio-File Recordings & partial Transcripts of our recent 
conferences are available through web-links, here:
http://constitutionalgov.us/Archive/Conferences/
http://www.talkshoe.com/talkshoe/web/talkCast.jsp?
masterId=10929&cmd=tc

Our nicely maturing "Jural-Society" Community will generally 
focus our discussions thru 

the "Rules of the Common-Law", as originally intended in the 

http://www.talkshoe.com/talkshoe/web/tscmd/tc/10929
http://www.talkshoe.com/talkshoe/web/tscmd/tc/10929
mailto:charles@constitutionalgov.us
tel:%28724%29%20444-7444
http://constitutionalgov.us/Archive/Conferences/
http://www.talkshoe.com/talkshoe/web/talkCast.jsp?masterId=10929&cmd=tc
http://www.talkshoe.com/talkshoe/web/talkCast.jsp?masterId=10929&cmd=tc
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Seventh-Amendment.
Here-under, we will also generally follow "Roberts Rules of Order"; 

which includes prioritizing "Old Business".
... <snip> ... 


